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ABSTRACT
This research auunines tbe effects of Article X, Section 16 of the Florida State

Constitution, which restricted the types and sizes of fishing nets that can be used in
state waters. The methodology for the analysis relies on social ~ assesanumt
 SIA! and analytic induchve logic  Taylor et al. 1995!.

'Ihe effects of the net ban amendtnent are assessed in terms of stakeholder
groups. Groups are identified through a comprehensive review of the literature
pertaining to fisheries management in Florida in the context of the events leading to
the net ban amendment being voted upon in a genera election in November 1994.
Stakeholder gmups include tbe biophysical environment {fish populations! and the
commerce and recreational 6shmg industries.

Fishetynsources ateexamined through dataavailable Sum the National Marine
Fisheries Service {NMFS!. When coupled with anecdotal evidence, and the use of
inductive logic, conclusions are reached about the effects of the net ban on the
restoration of selected 6sh species.

The net ban amendment affected certain commercial 6shers who depended on
nets for their livelihood. Because smail-scale commercial 6shers are involved, the
effect on commercial fishing families is assessed and reported. The dissatisfaction
of these conmercial fishers, manifested in protests and illegal activities, are also
examined.

Recreational anglers view the net ban as a change in 6sheries nuuuigement
practices in the state of Florida. The ~onal angling literanue ~ the net
ban as a succor for conservation practices in the state. To examine the effects on
recreational anglers, the conclusions reached about fishery resources are related to
angling satisfaction, a necessary componmt of the ~onal angling experience.

KEY WORDS: Recreational fisheries, commercial 6sheries, net ban, Florida

INTRODUCTION

In 1994 the voters of Florida made one of the most controversy 6sheries
management decisions in state history. After much debate between commercial and
~onai 6shing in~ over reasons and remedies for declining fish
populations, a constitutional referendum, Article X, Section 16 of the State
Constitution, was passed and implemented, piscina new restrictions on the types of
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nets that can be used in state waters. The rationale was that fish stocks would be
significantly improved by this action.

The purpose of this reseaiuh is to determine the impacts of the net ban policy.
The methodology wiH rely on social impact assessment  SIA!. SIA is defined as

"a method of projecting social consequences of human actions that alter the
environment"  Bryan 1996, p. 145!. It is a tool for decision makers, not only to
understand the social environment in which they make decisions, but also to use the
information gathered in the SIA proces "to optimize decisions having environmental
consequences"  Bryan 1996, p. 145!. Using the methodology established by Wolf
�983!, and further revised by Taylor, Bryan and Goodrich �995!, the research
identified the major stakeholders in the Florida fishing industry and exatnined the
ways in which these stakeholders were involved in the net ban issue and affected by
subsequent pohcy,

A description of the types of nets the amendment restricted is useful at this
point. According to the amendment, a " 'giH net' means one or more waHs of netting
which citptures saltwater finfish by ensnaring or entangling them in the meshes of the
net by the gills," and an " 'entangling net' means adrift net, trammel net, stab net, or
any other net which captures saltwater ~ shefifish, or other marme animals by
causing aH or part of ~ fins, legs, or other body parts to become entangled or
ensnared in the meshes of the net..."  Florida State Constitution, Article X, Sect.
16!. The nets mentioned in the amendment are unselective in the types of fish that
they catch: this was a major argument of the net ban proponents. The bycatch
associated with these nets can be large and often dies in the net before it can be
released alive,

Abistmical look at fisheries management in Florida is useful for understanding
the issues that led to the net ban amendment. Prior to what can be called the modem
era  post-1983! in fisheries management, authority resided first with state tax
assessors who also served as fish commissioners, In 1980, a Saltwater Fisheries
Study and Advisory Council was established wbichrecommended that the legislature
create the Marine Fisheries Commission  MFC!. The MFC began operations in
1983. As Marston and Nelson �994! point out, "the creation of the MFC was
driven largely by vocal criticis f'mm Florida's recreafionai flshirgcommunityover
the lack of adequate management action on the part of the former Department of
Natural Resources..."  p. 8!. Another important aspect about the history of
management in Florida, noted by Grimes �996!, is that, "Each time the Florida
Legislature has created or reorganized the administrative structure, ultimate
authority and accountabifiity has resided with the Governor and Cabinet. Thus, the
ultimate decision is made by a political office, rather than independent rulemaking
[sic] within the administrative structure"  p. 32!. The highly effective lobbying by
the commemal fishing industry ultimately led to the net ban.

Beginning in the late 1980s, the MFC began to tzy to unplement new
management regiimes for striped mullet  Mugil ceplralus!. Mullet, which is the
major component of the inshore netting industxy, is also impottant to angiers
becttuse of its importance as a food source to more sought after game fish. In June
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1990, the MFC reviewed the effects of the new regulations. They hsd not achieved
their goal of a twenty-percent reduction in effort or mortality. According to
Marston and Nelson �994!, the fofiowing roe season actually saw a twelve percent
increase in effort and a nine percent increase in mortality. The rules were
"tweed", but stiH remained ineffective.

In January 1991, the Florida ~e Research Institute  FMRI! delivered tbe
first preliminary stock assessment of mullet populations. They indicated muHet
stocks were in worse condition than previously thought. Several msnagemeut
alternafives were proposed, each dealing with extending the closure of the fisbery
for a number of days during the annual roe harvest. AH efforts met with significant
opposition by the commercial fishing industry and were successfully staHed in the
Iegislatiue.

In October 1992, the official drive to iinplement the net ban began. Because of
the apparent ineffectiveness of the MFC, the recreational industry began a petition
drive that, with enough signatures, would allow the voters in Florida to decide if
they wanted to restrictcommercial netting practices within state waters. Launching
a statewide media campaign, the Florida Conservation Association  FCA! and the
Florida Sportsman magazine wute successM in genug enough signaturesto put the
net ban initiative on the baHot in November 1994.

Ultimately the amendment passed by an overwhelming majority, 2,876,091 to
1,135,110, and went into effect on July 1, 1995. Duru~ 1995, after passing of the
amendment but prior to its implementation, a number of questions mere raised
pertaining to how the affected fishers would cope with the loss of their livelihxxL

METHODS

'nie foffowing section includes discussion of the major compotents of SIA as
they pertain to the curnmt research. Taylor et al. �995! rem~ the following
steps in the assessment process: scoping and profiling; formulation of alternsfives;
projection and estimation of effects; monitoring, mitigation, management and
evaluation. Scopiug andprofiling will be the only twocomponents detailed here, as
they were an integral part of this research. For a detailed description of the
methodology, see Anderson �999!.

In the origins of the SIA pnicess, the scoping component is when stskeholders
and their relative positions ate recognize Closely linked to scoping is profiling,
which consists of creating the databa!e of the key social variables found in the
scoping exercise so that a social description of the community can be ~. At
this stage it is unportant to recognize aH key stakeholders and their positions with
regard to issues  Taylor et al. 1995!. Scoping and profiling winze performed by
reviewing various forms of data concerning the state of Florida and particularly the
state's fishing industry. The review of the scientific and popular literature provided
coverage of the historical description of fishery numagement practices in Florida
It also provided an adequate social pmfilc of both the commercial and ~onal
fishing industries and the people associated with these industries.
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Analytic induction wasused to formulate aconsistart�interpretatio &om a wide
variety of data sources. Though these data sources are both qualitative and
quantitative in nature, the inductive process allows for the inteqeetation of the data
in a way that other methods could not. Thus, conclusions reached were consistent
with aH of the data used, and are considered reliable because of the power of the
analytic inductive methodology.

1lus research is based largely on secondary sources, due to the constraints of
time and money. However, this is not unusual for assessment research � for the
same reasons, but also because the analytic inductive approach allows for the
acconunodationof a variety of data. For this research, mayizine articles, nmrspaper
cHppings, scientific reports and other media were used as effective qualitraive data
Also included are survey results fiom the National Marine Fisheries Service
 NMFS!, and the Florida Sea Grant CoHege Program. These provide useful
quantitative data that assist in the interpretation of quahtative data

RESULTS

Stakeholder Identilcatlon
The biophysical environmiart is aparticularly critical dimension in the analysis.

lt obviously cannot "speak for itself," yet it is the yardMck with which the success
or failure of the net ban is judged. The net ban variable, its effects, and the
perception of its effects are obviously linked to stakeholder outcomes.

Only those species that were popular targets for netters are identified. As
previously mentioned, muHet is the most important species they targeted. Mullet is
usuaHyconsidered aloud seafood product. However, with the opening up ofthe
Asian roe market, the price of muHet skyrocketed, providing the incentive for a
greater harvest.

Spanish mackerel  ScomberoINorus mandatus!, spotted seatrout  Cynoscion
nebrdosus! and king mackerel  Scomberomorus cavalla! are species that were
targeted by commercial netting operations andalso have a~onal fishing value,
Red drum  Seiuenops ocellatus! were not directly affected by the net ban since this
fishery was closed to commercial harvest in the 1980s. However, a historical look
at the fishery can be useful for understanding the pmbable track of other fisheries
affected by the bm,

Before the passage ofthe net banamendment, approximately 7,500people held
commercial 6shing licenses in Florida. The entire industry generated $!.2 billion,
and employed between 12,000 and 15,000 people. Of these, around 1,000 people
depended on giH nets for most of their income  Long 1994!. Taking into account
the number of commercial boat licenses �3,783! and the estimated number ofboats
affected by the amendment�~5!, it is possible to speculate on where these boats
fished in relation to state waters. The giH net boats were not equipped to 6sh in
deep water, so these boats probably ~tratcd their fishing effort within three
miles of the Florida coast. The remaining boats, approximately 1/25, probably
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fisbed anywhere &om one to thee miles on the Atlantic coast, and one to nine miles
on the Gulf coast, depending on the type of nets they used.

Smith �994! provides an effective typology of nearshore commercial 5shm
The average fisher in the study had been involved with commercial fishing for
twenty-two years, and the income derived &om fishing operations accounted for
seventy thee percent of household income. The average fisher "derived great
satisfaction &om being on the water, doing physical work, being independent, and
providing food for consumers"  Smith 1994!. It is also important to realize that
netting operations are often not an individual activity. The family is involved in the
opendion, with the husband and older sons being responsible for the "on the water"
activities and the wives and daughters responsible for the bookkeeping and support
activities  supplying ice and meals, repairing nets!. The wives also provide
emotional support to the family in this work intensive enterprise  Smith 1994!.

Tle absence of giII nets also affects other industries related to commercial
fishing, aside &om individual fiunily fishing operations. 'Ibese include: gasohne,
diesel and oil suppliers, ice, bait, and 6@mg gear suppliers  such as nets, rain coats,
boots, gloves, groceries, boats, engines and electronic equipment!, and senrices
associated with docking, registmtion, and licenses. Also included in this category
are the fish proceming phmts, warehouses, and distributors associated with the
commercial fishing industry. These "flow~" effects, when looked atcumulatively,
are bkelyto be suhrtantiaL However, this analysis focuses only on firstwrdereffects
 e.g., those who are most directly affected by the net ban!,

Recreational anglers are broken into two categories: residents and tourists.
Rodent anglers are mostly male, white, and married and prefer to spend their
leisure @me outdoors. About half of the resident anglers have lived in Florida for
twenty years or nMNe and most have children in the household. The majority had a
higher than average education, with most havinghousehoid inconae above $25,000.
Benefits that ~onai anglers expect &om their time fishing include enjoying
nature, relaxing, and the enjoyment of a challenge  Milon and Vhunberg 1993!.
There are an estimrted 2.3 million resident anglers in the state and they scca' for
20 million angler days. There are around three miiion tourist anglers per year,
which account for 11.9 million angler days. In 1991, tourists wereestimatedto have
spent $1.3 billion and supported 23,5IS jobs in the retail and service sectorL
Resident anglers were also estimated as having a total economic output in the state
of $949.1 million in the same year  Florida Sea Grant 1993!.

Trends in Catch Statistics
The netbanamemhnent directed the removal of all entanglement nets and other

nets greatn than five hundred square feet in stab: waters. The purpose of renoving
these nets was to protect the near. hare fisheries found in Florida state waters. Thus,
an indicator of the biological succee of the net ban for the years following the net
ban can be determined by examining fishery resources data. Although the lack of
baseline fisheries independent data was particularly tmublesome, the SIA
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methodology aHows for other types of data to be used to gauge the reaction of
6shery resources,

AH catch data were obtained from the NMFS website. For the ~onal

data, the option "Florida" was used, the species was selected, and the option "AH
Modes Combined" and "State Waters" were chosen. FinaHy, the numbers represent
total catch, which includes fish that were brought to the dock in a recognizable form
 identification by scientists!, fish that were fiHeted or released dead  identification
byindividual anglers!, and fish that were released alive  identification byindividua
anglers!. For the connnercial statistics, "annual landings" was chosen, the species
was selected and the option "Florida, State Total" was used.

Spotted seatrout are considered to be one of the more sought after gamefish
found in Florida's state waters. The effect of the net ban amendment on seatmut is

touted as a soccer in the ~onal angling li~. Florida Sportsman ran
articles in which they report that trout populations are on the increase, aH due to the
net ban  Farren 1998, Florida Sportsman 1998!. The ~onal catch of the
species is presented in FigureIA  NMFS, pcs. comm.!.

An analysis of this data reveals that the recreanonal catch is somewhat static in
nature. Excluding peaks in 1984, 1986, 1989 and 1991, and troughs in 1981, 1982
and 1985, the total catch has been hovering just under 10,000,000 fish. For the year
of 1997, there is a preliminary trend of an inert"m in the ~onal catch above
the mean for the years 1981 - 1997.

A word of caution is necessary when interpreting the data. The total
nxxemnional catch for aH spedes depends on much more than the preence of more
fish in the water, Recreational catch rules and mguMons  bag limits, size limits!,
as well as fishing effort in any given year wfil influence the number of 6sh in total
catch statistics. Participation can be infi~ by a variety of ~ including
tourist visitation. Tourist visitation can be influenced by adverse weather in any
given year  hurricanes!, bad publicity for the state  murders at rest areas!, and the
price of traveling to the state. Nevertheless, the data are the best available to gauge
the reaction of fish populations to the net ban poficy. Data also exist for the
commercial catch of spotted seatrout, also presented in Figure 1A. These data
reveal a peak in 1982 followed by a downward trend throughout the late 1980s and
early 1990s. As ex~ when any caum, of fishmortality is renoved or restricted,
the two years foHowing the net ban show a sharp drop in commercial catch. Again,
caution is advised when interpreting the data since commercial catch is infiuenced
by the same factors that affect the recreational catch  rules and regulations, effort!.

The emotional catch data for spanish mackerel are presented in Figure 1B.
TTie data for 1986, although high, were double-checked by the scientists at NMFS,
and ate an accurate estimate. Reasons given for the peak in the data are that the
spanish mackerel fishery is considered a "pulse" 6shery, which means that peaks in
the data are considered norns  NMFS personal comm.!. The commercial catch
data follows  See Figure 1B!. Tbne are two years in which the recreational catch
shnnpcd �984 and 1985!, and two peaks in 1986 and 1992, Fmm the peat in 1992,
~onal catch exhibits a declining trend until 1995  the year of net ban
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implementation!. The following two years �996 and 1997! reveal a slight positive
trend over 1995, but remain below 1990 - 1994 levels.
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Like the commercial catch of spotted seatrout, the commercial catch of spanish
mackerel peaked in the early 1980s. From this point onward, the fishery exhibits a
downward trend, excluding small increases in 1985, 1986, 1989, 1991 and 1993.
However, these increases never reached the historical highs exhibited in the early
19$0s. The years following the net ban show a substantial dmp in catch &om 1995
to 1996, with the trend continuing into 1997.

Red drum was not directly affected by the net ban since the fishery was closed
to commercial harvest in the 19$0s. The data for the recreational catch of this

species are presented in Figure 1C. There is a peak in recreational catch in 1984 and
several troughs �981, 1982, and 1990! in the data. Other years they have been
maintaining themselves just above the 2,000,000 level. There is a slight increase in
~onal catch for the years following the net ban implementation; however, it
is not as pronounced as the trend in the recreational catch of spotted seatrout. The
commercial catch for the species exist for the saine years until 1988, when the
commercial catch was closed. The commercial catch was declining in the years
leading up to the closure of the commercial fishery in 1988. There is one upward
trend &om 1985 to 1986, possibly a result of the expected closure of the fishery or
a result of 1995 being an "off" year for this particular fishery.

Recreahonal and commercial catch rates for king mackerel are shown in Figure
1D. An analysis of these data reveals that, excluding one peak in 1991, the
recreational catch has been static. There are downward trends &om 1984 to 1987,
followed by a positive trend leading to the peak in 1991. From 1991 on, the trend
is negative, cuhninating in a tmugh for the last year �997!. Figure 1D also reveals
two definitive dips in the commercial catch in 1989 and 1991. The tmugh in 1989
was preceded by a downward trend in catch, and the dip in 1991 is followed by an
increase thmugh 1997, excluding one minor dip in 1994. The two years shown for
aAer the net ban maintain this increase in commercial catch. Reasons for this maybe
that this is the only species of fish where fishery resources are outside of the
demarcation line established by the net ban. This is supported in the popular
li~. The April 1999 issue of Florida Sportsman has an article in which they
highlight this in the area amund Key West  Conner 1999!.

Recreational catch rates for mullet do not exist since this ~ is not a
~onal fishery. Only commercial catch statistics exist for this fishery  See
Figure lE!. The commercial catch of striped mullet has been declining in the years
shown in Figure 1E. There is one positive trend lrom 1986 to 1989, possibly
relating to the demand in the roe market. Fmm 1989 onward, the trend is negative,
culminiting in a sharp decrease in 1995. This decrease in 1995 can be related to the
net ban in that the me season occurs in the fiill, which is after the date of net ban
implementation  July 1, 1995!. The following two years do show a sHght increase;
however, the commercial catch in 1997 does not come close to the numbers for the
years prior to net ban implementation.
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Imtutcts to Commercial Fishing
As one would expect, the inshore giH netting industry was severely affected by

the net ban amendment. Since this industry is considered to be a family enterprise,
we must examine the effects the uet ban had on fishing families involved with the
industry. Smith et al. �999! conducted an investigation to examine these effects an
how the net ban has affected family life for this stakeholder group. Their research
concentration a sample of fishing fiunilies identified prior to the net ban; they were
studied to examuie the ways fishing fiunilies were preparingto cope withthe net ban.
They concluded fishing fiuniTies were coping with the uet ban in several differen
ways. Women, who «re primarily responsible for the day-to-day activities of the
household, were still working outside ofthe home to supplement household inconm.
Men were also looking outside of the fishing industry to maintain their status as
"breadwinners." Men wne also spending less time with on-the-water activities, as
well as changing their perceptions about the future of comniercial fishing. The
research shows that men would be less likely to choose fishing as an ~tion if
they had to do it again, considered ciuuiipng occupations more often than prior to
the net ban, and expressed a decreiNe in their desire to stay in fishing as an
occupation. Stress indicators taken before and after the net ban went into effect
show that married couples had ahigher incidence of emotional problems, used drugs
or alcohol nMMe fiequently, and had iiM:ressed sexual probiens after the net ban went
into effect. One of the most noteworthy results of the research is that divorce rates
for this stakeholder gmup were four times higher than the state average.

Dissatislaction among inshore gill-netters manifested itself in different ways.
After the uet ban amendment passed, a number of challenges wne brought before
the courts to question the legality of the constitutional amendment. One court case,
ruled upon in May of l995, questioned the wording of the amendment and the
definitions &undtherein. SpecificaHy, the plaintiffs wanted a ruling on the definition
of trawl nets and how the square footage of a trawl net is interpreted. The st'unulus
for this case was the construchon of a trawl net, termed the "Golden Crum" net,
which according to the plauitiff was constrLMted to meet the new regulations of the
net ban amendment. The defendants in the case argued that the area of the trawl
should be measured by using the formula to calculate the area of a cone with the
mesh of net in the closed, or stretched, position. The plaintiffs argued that the
amendment is not clear on the requirement of the mesh being in the closed position,
which greatly increases the mesh area of any net. The judge in the case ruled in
favor of the plaintiffs, and deemed the "Golden Crum" net to be legal under the net
ban amendment  Millender, Crum 4 McClain v. State of Florida 1995!.

Ina separate case, the commercial fishing industryquestione the interpretation
of tbc three-mile demarcation line used in the net ban amendment. The MFC

maintained that three miles referred to thee nautical miles, however a judge in
Wakulla County ruled that the wording of the amendment was vague and that three
miles refers to three statute miles, thus shortening the extent of waters affected by
the net ban Cotterell 1996!, The ruling only affected the wateis�o Wakulla County.
It was also in 1996 that several commercial fishers started experimenting with other
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types of material to replace the nets outlawed by the net ban. The most
controversial of these new nets is one fashioned out of tarpaulins that replaces the
monofihunent line used to make entanglement nets. The battle over the legality of
this type of net lasted several months and resulted in seven companies being given
permission to use the tarp nets as an experuneat to continue harvesting baitfish off
of the Panhandle,

Not only did the commercial fishiag industry challeage the net baa amendment
through legal means, illegal activities were also used to protest the amendment. As
early as July 2, 1995, one day after the net ban amendraent went into effect, a
vmakonal 6sbing tournament was targeted in Fort Pierce. Hundreds of two-inch
roo6ag nails were placed on the boat map at the marina where the tournament was
being held. Other protests on this first day of the net ban implementation included
another boat ramp being littered with nails, illegal nets being found strung ~n
two channel markers, several pleasure boats being spraypIunted, and dead 6sh being
left at the eatraace to a tackle shop  Cocking 1995!. Two incidents in 1998 are
similar to these early protests. The Coastal Consenration Association of Florida
 CCAF, formerly the FCA! reported that poachers left the filleted remains of snook
carcasses in the road on Pine Island on two separate occasions within a period of
two weeks  CCAF 1998!. Ted Forsgren, Executive Director of CCAF, cMnmeated
that the Pine bland area continues tobe a center for illegal netting activities  CCAF
1998!.

illegal netting practices have continued to be a problem since the
implementation of the net ban amendment. Saltwater Sportsman, a national
recreafioaal angling publication, am an article to highlight this in June 1996. In the
article, the magazine reports that in the second half of 1995 the Florida Marine
Patrol  FMP! had given 135 citations for illegal netting. Most of the illegal netting
was in response to the roe season for mullet, when prices for mullet reached three
dollars a pound  Browatee 1996!. He also commented on how commercial netters
were using discrepancies in the net ban amendment to illegally harvest 6sh in state
waters. It is still legal for nettets to tmvese state waters to reach federal waken
where the use of nets is legal. These net boats also carry cast nets, still legal in state
water. Illegal activity ocnm when illegal nets are used in state waters, and fishers
claim the catch was made with the cast net. Through the years these Negal activities
have become even more creative. Reports in F/orida Sportsman identify the use of
night vision equipment, stowing illegal nets on barrier islands or underwater where
they may be retrieved after leaving the dock, and the use of two boats to deceive
~ties. This operation consists of a boat equipped with the illegal nets, which
are legal to own  but not use in state ~!, aad the other boat equipped with a
cast net. The boat with the Negal net transfers the catch to the boat with the cast
net so as to appear legaL If the boat with the illegal net is stopled, they can claim
that they were going to 6sh in federal beaten.

The FMP provides a aet ban arrest database at their website  Table 1!.
However, this table only reports those activities where someone was apprehended,
so the total number of illegal aet operations in Florida state waters is unknown. The
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total numbers of arrests for net ban violations peaked in 1996 and have decreased
in 1997 and 1998. It is also interesting to extunine the totals given month by month.
This reveals an increase in total arrests made in the months September through
December, co~nding to the annual mullet me harvest. Again, the numbers for
these particular months peaked in 1996 and have decreased in 1997 and 1998.

Table 1. Arrests Due to illegal Netting Adivities

'l $95 1988 1$$7 1$$8 'l SOS TOTAL
N/A 12 31 29 18
WA 20 25 22 15
N/A 17 32 9 15
WA 24 21 11 WA

90
82
73
56

January
February

ApN

Stay
June
July
August
Septeinber

TOTAL

WA 27 23 18 N/A
WA 11 4 24 WA
12 52 17 28 N/A
9 36 17 16 WA
17 85 21 29 WA
12 78 45 39 WA
31 111 45 48 NIA
48 92 51 27 WA
129 543 332 300 48

68
39
109
78
132
172
235
218
1352

Source. Florida Marine Patrol

Impacts to Recreational %shing
Recreational fishing in Florida exhibits the same ciiaracteristics as angling

elsewhere. The ecoiMMnic impact of recreational ~ fiir outweighs that of
commixcial fishing. However, rathe than eiaimateontheeconomic iixticatorsthat
obviously show that recreational fishing has a larger economic impact than
commercial fishing within Florida, this research concentrates on the social
coraponents of the ~onal angling experience and how those components may
have changed as result of the net ban amendmazL

An important social componentof the recreational anghng experience is anghng
satisfiiction. Put simply, auglers who catch more fish are more satisfied with their
experience. This is particularly true when anglers are asked about trip satisfiiction
on the same day the fishing trip occurred  Matlock et aL 1991!. In the research
described herem, the presence of more fish, as c~ by the cxamimdion of
popular literature, equates to increased satisfaction.

The anecdotal evidence fmm popular fishing literatim was eiuunined to gauge
the perception of ~onal anglers of what has happened to fish populations as
a result of the net ban. In the April 1999 edition of Sport Fishing, a local captain
makes the comment about ~onal angling in Tampa Bay, "Three or four years
ago, there were virtuaUy no mullet, asd now we see them everywiiere"  Hahn 1999!.
Florida Sportsman has also reported on the resurgence of mullet populations. Is an
article devoted to the three-year anniversary of the net ban, the comment is made
that, "Mullet populations also are surging to numbers not seen in a generation..."
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 Florida Sportsman, 1998!. The article goes on to report that mullet populations
may not be recovering as quickly as expected due to illegal netting.

Anecdotal evidence also supports the resurgence of trout populations. Florida
Sportsman reports, "Already, anglers are shaking their heads in auuizement at the
number ofbig seatrout being caught in areas that for several deciides served as little
more than nurseries for conunercial netting"  Florida batsman 1998! Also, the
magazine reports in the September 1998 issue, "Mainly because of the net ban,
seatrout stocks have been growing in most areas"  Farren. 1998!.

DISCUSSION

Some preliminary conclusions can be reached, First, there has been a drastic
reduction in the commercial catch of the individual species since the net ban policy
went mto effect. This repnmnts more fish not being harvested for commercial use.
Secondly, 6sh not being harvested by commercial fishers do not show up as
recreational catch. Mis is important in that the net ban did not simply reallocate the
harvest of these species to the ~onal sector. Lastly, the anecdotal evidence
strongly supports an increase in availabiHty in species sought afier by ~onal
anglers.

The Florida net ban policy is still a work in progress. Although five years have
passed since the implementation of the poHcy, it is stiB atopic that wiH sparkdebate.
Much of the opposition and associated protests &om the commcrce' fishing industry
will probably decHne in the future as the poHcy ages, but opposition should not be
dismissed lightly. The policy has forever closed one segment of the Florida
commercial fishing industry, but it has not destroyed the industry outright. Some
coinmercial fishers have moved to other forms of commercial fishing, i.e. cast nets,
aquaculture, incmler to remain within the industry, The commercial 6shing industry
has simply had to adjust to what the recreimonal fishing industry views as a victory
for the recreafionai pursuit of the fishery resources in the state.

The net ban policy should not be viewed as a~etc solution to the problem
of dwindHng fishery resources in the state; it is merely one step in protecting these
valuable resources. Without continued effectiv management strategies, the people
of Florida may find Qemmlves in a similar situation in the future.

One problem concmmng the net ban pohcy is the lack of adequate fisheries
popuhition data for the state of Florida. The data presented in this paper are
estiiruites of catch made byNMFS and do not necessarily refiect the changing status
of particular fish populations. However, this is the best available techmcal data
currently available and, when coupled with anecdotal evidence in the literature, they
provide the best insights to the status of these 6sh populations. In the future, better
fisluuy-independent data are needed at the state and regional level.

There is no de6nitive ~ to the question "Has the net ban been effectiv?"
It has ~y been effective in reducing the commercial catch of selected species.
However, re~@onal catch data are inconclusive at this time. One would ~y
expect to see some sort of increase in ~onal catch if selected fish populations
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are on the rebound This is simply not the case. Anecdotal evidence supports the
resurgence of selected species, so perhaps an increase in catch rates will show up in
the future. It is simply too early to teH if the net bm is responsible for any
resurgence in Florida's fisheries. If anecdotal evidence is ~ Florida may be
experiencing an increase in fish populations for reasons other than the net ban
amendment, such as better habitat, a natural fluctuation in fish population cycles, or
effective management ~es implemented prior to the net ban. In the ~ if
it is determuted that the net ban is not responsible for an incretm in fish population,
commercial fisIMxs affected by the net ban policy would likely advocate a limited-
enuy return to inshore fishery resources. If it can be proven at a later date that the
net ban is primarily responsible fof Increases ln fish populations, then perhaps
agencies need to focus on similar types of restrichons for other types of commercial
fishing  such as longline fisheries! to help rebuild ocean fishtxy resources.

The state of the world's fisheries populations is not good Me@ann 1998!.
Throughout the world' s oceans, there is evidence of overfishin for mcetresources.
We can eqxct to see continued battles between recreshonal and commcacial fishers
in the future years, and umtinued pmblems for the fisheries managers who must
both seek to protect and aHocate the harvest of econotnicaHy and sociaHy valuable
fishery resources.
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ABSTRACT

The commercial fishery that primarily targets king mackerel, stone crab,
snappers, groupers, and spiny lobster in Monroe and Collier counties is one of the
most important commercial fisheries in Florida. These species currently face
pmblems of overfishing aud/or overcapitaHzabon. A dual-based restricted profit
function is used to estimate the economic and technical interacfions that exist in this
multi-species fishery, primarilyusing oust-price and cros-price eiasticities�of�suppl.
It is found that the production technology does not exhibit.input-output separability
and nonjointness-in-inputs, over all species gmups. This result suggests that these
key species maybe more ef6ciently numaged as a group, rather than with the use of
existing single speues reguiahons. Spiny lobster and stone ctsb, the dominant value
species in the fishery, are shown to have very elastic substitution relationships with
king mackerel

KEY WORDS: Multi-species 6sheries, duality theory, joint products

INTRODUCTION

Today, "...most U.S, fish stocks are in a state of full exploitation or
overuklization," furthermore, the recent depletion of some dominant species has led
to the collapse of a few major fisheries  National Research Council 1999!. In
Florida, the commercial 6shing industry is a very important one. Statewide, among
the most predominant species in terms of value are shrimp  primarily Penaeus
duorarum!, spiny lobster  Panulirus argus!, and king mackerel  Scomberomorus
cavalla!. In terms of landings, stone crab  Menippe ntercenaria! in Florida's
Southwest region  i.e., Charlotte to Monroe counties! accounted for approximately
73'/oof total landings in Florida during the 1995-1996 6shing season. Aho in 1996,
Monroe and Collier counties accounted for approximateiy 90/o of Florida's spiny
lobster landings, 40/6 of snapper/grouper landings, and 40/o of king mackerel
landings  Milon et. aL 1998!.

There has been rapid growth in many prinuuy South Florida fisheries in the past
two decades. For some species, such as king mackerel, this growth has occuzred for
both the commercial and recreahonal fisheries  although most of the growth has
occurred m tbe ~onal sector!. For example, by 1985, tbe Total Allowable
Catch  TAC! for the Gulf migratory group of king mackerel was allocated 9.673
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mifiionpounds to the recreational catch and 4.552 nuHion pounds to the commercial
catch  GMFMC 1985!. IIiis ratio continues today. Traditionally, for each managed
species, the stock size that allows for the idtainment of the Maximum Sustainable
Yield  MSY! is calculated and effor are made to keep the harvest levels at or
below MSY. Today, the ~ of king mackerel in the Gulf nugratory group is
below the level of producing MSY. Furthermore, the stock has been reduced to the
point where recruitment has been affecti4 and uncontroHed fishin would further
reduce the biomass. In addition to this problem, there are intense confiicts between
recreational and commercial fishermen, and between conunercial fisherinen wbo use
different gear. Part-time commercial fishermen compet with fuH-time commercial
fishermen for the quota, Further, large catches of mackerel over a short period often
causes the quota to be exceeded before closures can be implemented  GMFMC
1999!. Snappers and groupers, which are considered in this paper as a single
"species" group, have suffered a similar fate. There are no closed seasons in either
the king mackerel or snapper/grouper fisheries.

There has been an increasing amount of effort  which is typicaHy represented
by the total number of traps available! in the spiny lobster fishery. For example,
between 1951 to 1999 the number of traps in~ &om approximately 12,000 to
540,000  declining &om a high of over 900,000 in the early 1990s before the
certificate proyam was implemented!. This increlise in effort was accompanied by
a rapid decHne in Catch per Unit Effort  CPUE!, which fell &om levels of
approximately 150 pounds per trap to less than 10 pounds per trap over the same
period. Despite this, total conunercial landings have ranained relatively stable since
1976  Milon et al, 1998!, The cioml season is April I" to August 5 .

For stone crab harvests, excessive growth of the trap fishery bas reduced the
efficiency of the industry such that the likelihood of inueased landings with
additional eftort are minunal. This excessive growth has also caused in~
collfllcts with the sbflnlp trawl fisbeiy Bnd there has been an mcrease m diBIxUctlon
of live bottom species such as soII coral as well as a rise in shore debris fiom
displaced buoys and traps. While the biological viability of this species bas not been
affected  since the recruits into the fishery are mature and have had an opportunity
to spawn!, crabs harvested are becoming incremisingly smaHer, leading to a loss in
commercial value. The closed season for this species is May 16 to October 14~.

Many fisheimen in South Florida catch king mackerel, snapper/groupers, spiny
lobster, and stone crab depending largely on the availabHity andprofitability ofeach
species at a given time. However, each of these species is currently managed by
sepanite management plans and, in soine fisheries, moratoriums exist on increases
in effort. It is likely that inputs used in the harvest of one species can result in the
harvest of, or use in the harvest of, another species; this type of production pmcem
is known as jointness-in-inputs. It is also possible that a particular input does not

y affect the harvest of a given species, however, it may be possible to use a
representative input, combine inputs, or create a composite input that is known to
affect the harvest levels of each species, a represenumon of the production process
that follows this approach is known as input-output separability.
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Jn South Florida  i.e., Monroe and Collier counties! there are four printery
fisheries: king mackerel, spiny lobster, snapper/grouper, and stone crab. Each of
these fisheries face problems of overfishing and/or overcapitalization. To date,
efforts to address these issues have been on a single-species basis. The main
deficiency of this approach is that the production linkages that may exist between
fisheries are essentially ignored. As a result, there is a yeat propensity for effort
rehrection by fishery participants to other species where similar gear or vessels are
utilized. The main objectives of this paper are, therefore, to: �! assess the temporal
fleet components in the fishery; �! identify resource linkages; and �! determine if
a multi-species management approach would be appropriate for some or all of the
priniary species in the South Florida

EMPI1UCAL FRAhKWORK

Models that have been used to describe multi-species fisheries have made
assumptions about the underlying decision-mahngprocessof the fisherman/fishing
firm. These models assume that a firm wishes to nunrimize pro6t, but in achieving
this objective, many decisions have to be made. These include decisions about
fishing locations, target species, gear and homeport, number of crew, length of'trip,
landing port, and duration at a fishing location. The exact nature of the decision-
making framework is not ~ but given a selected fishing location and inputs,
such as vessel size and gear type  which are fixed in the short run!, profit
miximizationbecoinesequivalent to revenue nmiximization, However, ifinformation
on variable inputs is available, a profit function can be de6ned and both output
supply  i.e. production! and input demand functions can be obtained using a duality
approach. Several types of revenue/profit functions have been utilized by previous
researchers. Recentresearchofmultipmduct firms has describe the pro6t fimction
using a translog form  Thunberg et al. 1995!, a quadnific form  Dupont 199G!, and
a generalized Leontief function  Kirkley and Stnmd 1988, Squires and Kirkiey
1995!. These functions are "flexible" in that they are a second-order differentiable
approximation to anunhiown, twicecontinuously&fferentiable function Blackorby
and Diewert 1979!. Therefore, this allows the mimicking of a great deal of
curvature when it is used to approximate another function, and it does not restrict
the values of the elasticities of substitution, which are second derivatives of the
output supply or input demand functions  Greene 1997!.

Theserestrictedpro6t funcnons can then be transformed via Hotelling's Lemma
 Diewert 197!, to obtain a system of i! input-compensatedoutput supply functions
and  ii! input demand funcbons. The major drawback of the translog functional
form is that the derivatives of the pro6t function yield input and output share
equations  i.e. input and output. values are in terms of its share of total revenue!,
which are not easily interpreted, In addition, the translog funcbonal form requires
restrictions for linear homogeneity in addition to symmetry restrictions on the
pamBletcis.
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This paper utilizes a nonhomothetic Leontief fimctional form, which has an
advantage of automatically imposing linear homogeneity in prices  Squires and
Kirkley 1995!. The basic functional form is represented as:

R E, P! = Z,-Zjf3,-,  P, Pj!' E + Z; P; P, E

where R represents net revenue per unit time as a funcbon of fishing effort  E!, such
as the number of trips, and the output and input prices  P; where i = 1,... P4! This
basic function can be extended to include a dummy variable, D� that reflects  for
example! the year in which a trip was taken:

R E, P! = Z,-Z, P�-  P; PP' E + Z, P, P, E'+ Z,Z�a- D�P, E.

Output supply «nd input demand fimctions are obtained using Hotelling's Lemma:

5R E> P!/5 Pj Qj  Ep P! Ps E + Zj Pjj  Pj /Pj! E + P E + E�u. D E V i j.

The dependent variables in these equations represent outputs and inputs inquantities
 Qg. In this paper, the output supply and input denand equations are defined as
follows:

5R E P!/5P =Q-=P-E+Z,P- P-/P!'~E+ ft Ei+Z�u- D E

for all i'j, i=1, 2, . 5, which includes four outputs  i.e., the primary species groups!
snd one input, labor. D� y=l, 2, ...4! =1 for obsjnvations in 1995 to 1998
respectively, zero otherwise. The imposition of symmetry requires that:

DATA

In Florida, all commercial fishermen are required t fill outa Trip Ticket, which
contains various trip data, upon completion of each fishing trip. This information
is collected and maintained in a database by the Florida Marine Research Institute
~. Trip level data on the type and quantity of Iarxhngs of all species for
fishermen in Monroe and Collier counties were obtained Rom FMRI. FMRI also

provided the associated landing date and ex-vessel price received  doHars per pound!
for each species at landing. This trip level data was obtained for each fishing firm
 i.e., Saltwater Products License number and vessel! via coded identification
numbers to maintain confidentiality.

The data set included inforination &om trips taken January 1994 through
December 1998 and was aggregatedon an annual basis for each firm. The minunum
wage was used to represent the cost of labor  dollars per hour! for each trip.
information on the average number of crew, trip days, and hours spent per trip for
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fishermen that target each species was obtained &om a recent survey of Monroe
County fisheimen  Milonet al. 1999!. These data were used to calculate the number
of man-hours employed by each firm in each year and represents the annual quantity
of labor used.

ESTIMATION

Four outputs and one input were specified: king mackerel; stone crab;
~ipper/grouper  all snapper and grouper species were placed into one group to
facilitate the use of cost information &om secondary sources!; spiny lobster; and
labor. The associated output supply and input demand functions were estimated as
a system using iterated Seemingly Unrelated Regression  SUR! estimation with
SAS.. Since the output supply and input demand equations axe aII derived &om
one profit fimction, this implies that we cannot rule out the possibility that the error
terms in different equations are mutually correlated. In this case, we have;

E s,- s',! = a,,ir.

where a,, is the covariance of the disturbances of the irk and jrIr equation, which is
assumed to be consbmd over all observations. This covariance represents the only
link between the ith andjth equation. Because this link is subtle, the sysuan of M
equations is called a system of SUR equations  Kmenta 1997!. The SUR method
therefore uses the conelations among the errors in different equations to improve
the regremon estimates,

Only firms that had a nunimum $5,000 average annual income  the minimum
required to obtain a Saltwater Products Licence! horn the landings of at least one
of the target species were included in the estinuition. For the years 1994 to 1998,
1550, 1591, 1574, 1563, and 1473 firms, respectively, met this criteria.

Evenafier aggregatingthe data, it was found that not aII firms landed all species
in a particular year. This created a IimitedMependent variable problem. According
to Maddala �977!, this may lead to biasedness, non-normality in the results, and
incorrect rejection of tested hypotheses. To alleviate this problem, zero values for
the dependent variable were replaced by a small positive value of 0.01  simiHar values
were used by Squires and Kirkley �995! and Larkin and Adams �999!!. Also, for
observations in which a speci6c species was not landed, the prices used for that
obseriadion was the mean of aH non-missing observations for that year. The total
nuinber of trips taken  in onler to capture all species! in a specific year was used to
represent the effort variable.

The type and strengths of the technical and economic interaction of the fishery
was determined using the own and cross-price elastiicites. The elasticities were
derived &om the estinuited output supply and input demand equations and are used,
speci6cally, to irdicate substitute and complementary relationships among the inputs
and outputs. Also, since firms in a multi-species fishery may seek to inuiimize
revenue by directing their effort to the highest valued species, the calculation of the
cross-price ehsticites can be used to determine the level of rcxHrection of effort that
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may take place in the fishery when the relative prices of species change  Roderick,
Adams and Taylor 1995!. The parameters of the supply and input demand functions
were used to calculate own and cross-price elasticities of supply and demand using
the foHowing formulas:

Own-price Elasticity

>J J

Cross-price Elasticity

where the ~ve variable means are used.
Nonjointness-in-mputs and input-output separability have often been assumed

in the management of fisheries. Separability implies that there is no interaction
between the harvest of any one species and any one input so that composite input
and output bundles can be specified to reineserc the harvesting function. This
suggests that the marginal rates of substitution between pairs of inputs do not rely
on the makeup of the catch while the marginal rates of transformation betsy~ pairs
of species do not rely on the mix of inputs. Therefore, only the level of catch and
effort need to be regulated and this does not affect the optimal input combinations
 Squires 1987!. If the harvest of one species is independent of the inputs used to
harvest another, then this suggests that there exists non-jointness in inputs so that
each species has an independent harvest function. If nonjointness-in-inputs exists
over all species, then:

R EP! = Q R, p;. E!-

The test for nonjointness-in-inputs was caned out by testing the foHowingrestriction: O' R Eg! Q
a~~

J J
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R EP! = R p!E.

The test for input-output sepmbility was carried out by testing the following
restriction:

H: P,-=G 'lt'i

This paper therefore presents the following hypotheses
i! There exists jointness-in-inputs for the harvest of aII four species,
ii! If jointness-in-inputs exist for stone crab and spiny lobster, then these

species are strong substitutes,
iii! Snappers and groupers are weak substitutes with either stone crab or spiny

lobster; and
iv! Input-output separability does not exist in the harvest of all species. A

priori, it is also expected that own-price elasticities are positive,
v!

RESULTS

Table 1 reports a summary of sample statistics for the fishery. The target
species have, on average, a large difference in their ex-vessel price per pound. For
1994 to 1998, the mean price for king mackerel was $125. At the other end of the
range, stone crab bad an average price of $6.89. In addition, there were
considerable dilferences in the variances of prices received, with spiny lobster  one
of the species with the most price vmiability! having a range &om $0.50 to $14.00
per pound. The mean number of trips was similar for 1994 and 1995, then there was
an approximate 10 percent increase in the mean number of trips for 1996 and 1997;
however, by 1998, the mean number of trips fell to levels approaching 1994 levels.
Therefore, no clear trend was evident in the number of trips taken by each firm. A
comparison of annual landings for aII years shows substantial variation for the target
species. Spiny lobster was the do~ species in terms of landings, with a mean
of approximately 4,114 pounds per year over the study period. In order of
magnitude, spiny lobster landings wcse followed by siiapim!gmuper, stone crab, and
king mackerel.

For 1994 to 1998, total landings of the target species for the sample are shown
in Figure 1. King Mackerel landings showed the largest increase over the period,
&om approximately 547,900 pounds in 1994 to 1.3 million pounds by 1998.
Landings for stone crab were fairly steady over time, unlike that for sruipper/grouper
where landings exhibited a declining trerxL Spiny lobster landings exhibited no clear
trend.

The estimated coefficients ofthe output supply and input demand equations are
reported in Table 2 with standard errors in parentheses. The parmneter P�" is
reported as the coefficient for the efFort variable. 'Ihe generalized R2 for the system

If sepmability exists, then the profit function is separable in output prices and
the composite input, that is:
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Table 1: Sample descriptive atatislica

Minimum Madnam
Vahe Value

Annual Prioes
Nng Mackerel
Stone Grab
Snapper!Grouper
Spiny Lobster

Annual Trips
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998

Annual Landings
Nng Macirerel
Shee Crab

Snapper/Grouper
Spi Lobster

10.85
10.00
14,00

0.41
0.33
0.33
0.50

1.25
6.89
2,13
4.31

0.17
0,81
0.38
0.80

531.0
500.0
505.0
538,0
551.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1,0

74,1
72.4
75.6
79.5
76.3

71.8
71.4
77.9
78.7
72.9

147930.0
52652,0
107695.0
73106.0

4252.7
3719.9
8011.0
8058.7

898,3
1371.4
2789.2
4114.1

F ure 1. Total hindi a of ta

of equations was 0.33, which indicated only a moderate fit Most of the coefficients
are significant at the 0.05 ~ level. The statistical results suggest that there are
annual differences in landings for the target species and in the demand for labor.
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Table 2. Parameter Estimates - Output Supply and Input Demand Functions

0 n Vartabke
King Stone Crab Snapper Spiny Labor
Mackerel Groupers Lobsterindependent

Variabhs
Rshing EFort -24.898' -111.199' 50.781* -119.529' -50.451

�.930!' �.042! �.058!  8.028! �.8&4!
-0 02" 0.039 O.094' O.016' 0.001
�.003! �.003! �.005! �,005! �.0006!

Output Prices:
King Mackerel
Stone Crab SYMMETRIC-7.202

�.422!
1 487
�.922!
-28.956
�.858!

2.194
�.189!
186.249
�.302!

Snapper Groupers

Spiny Lobster

input Price:

Dummy Variables:
1995

-26.200'
�.382!

16.062'
�.373!

-9.206'
�.172!

55.891'
�.716!

14.430
�.913!

-16.96T 2.486
�.911! �.242!
~.198 8.686
�.091! �.3'l2!
-36,096' 9.803'
�.963! �.419!
48.804 9.553'
�.130! �.441!

1.320
�.038!
4.018'
�.270!
-12.695
�.369!
-14.530'
�.382!

0.206
�.038!
8.545'
�.182!
7.872'
�.117!
15,050'
�.183!

-2.327
�.842!
-7.399'
�.031!
4.904'
�.945!
-9.783
�.040!

1997

' Standard errors in parentheses.
' Denctte staesecally significant at the 0.05 percent level.

The coeKcients of the effort variable were all significant at the 0.05 percent
level. However, except for snapper/gmuper, all the parameters are negative. For
this group, an additional trip per year is anticipated to increltse landings by 50.8
pounds. These results suggest that additional effort may be directed toward
satyr!grouper. However, the rate of change in harvest levels as effort increased
for all target species, while significant, were negligible. The model suggests that an
additional trip will lead to an increase in the quantity of labor utiTized by
approxunately 50 man-hours.

The results of the tests for nonjointness-in-inputs and inputwutput separability
are presented in Table 3. As shown in Table 3, nonjoint production of all species
and input-output separability are rejected

The rejection ofnonjointness implies that the quantity of!endings of a particular
species is dependent on the inputs used in harvesting other species, This af6rms the
existence of econonuc interacnons in the production of the four key species groups
of Monroe and CoHier counties. 'Iberefore, single species management would affect
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the harvest of the other species. The rejection of separability suggests that the
species could be better managed with the regulation of the composite input, rather
than with individual variable inputs. It should be noted, though, that while
nonjointness-in-inputs and separability were rejected for ail species, these results do
not preclude possible interactions behveen subsets of the species.

Table 3. Statistical Results of teals - Jointness and Separability in Outputs

F~la8ca
SepenNlity
 R, MT4 !

129,03 �, 38715!

Nonlolntn ass
 R, MT-K!'

157.62 �0, 38,715!
~ The crlOcei F~ue, F' Irr re = 2.32, end for ~re = 3,02.
' R is the number of raetdctions and MTA is Ihe degrees of fraeie

The techmcal and economic interactions of the fishery are also shown by the
calculated own and cmss-price elasticities of supply and denumd, which are shown
in Table 4.

Table 4. Estimated own-price and cross-price elaaticities �994 - 1998!

Nh apeclee Nng Stone Snapper Spiny
Mackerel Crab Grouper Lobater

-3.722 -11.240 0.400 -22408 47.890

%.017 O.189 0.128 27.942

0.209 -1.705 0.035

Stone Crab O.189

Snapper 0.035
Grouper

-0.320 23.719 O.844

%2.154 12.889 32.921 -23,31419.819

The own-price elasticity of snapper/gmuper is positive �.209!, but is very
inelastic, which indicates that as the price rises by 1 percent, the quantity harvested
will increase, but by only 0.2percrxrt. All other own-price elasticities were negative.
The positive ness-price elasticities between king mackerel and snapper/groufrer
indicate that these outputs are complemenhuy  i.e., joint! in production. However,
this effect is inelastic so that a l percent increase in the price of snapper/grouper
would lead to only a 0.4 percent rise in the harvest of king mackerel. The cross-
price elasticity betwreen king mackerel and both stone crab and spiny lobster are
negative, which indicates that these species are substitutes. In fact, these
reianonships were extremely elastic so that, for example, a 1 percent increase in the
price of spiny lobster weal cause a 22.4 percent fall in the quantity harvested of king
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mackere1. These results are consistent with the descriptive statistics, which show
that stone crab and spiny lobster are the two highest priced species. The bigger
cmss-price effect for spiny lobster may be due to the fitct that although spiny lobster
has the highest price, it had more than twice the volume of landings, on average,
than stone crab and is therefore the higher valued species. The nature of these
relationships  complements and substitutes! between king mackerel and the other
species are consistent for all reported cross-price elasticities, However, the strength
of these relationships is much smaller for the mirror cross-price calculations. For
example, a 1 ~ increase in the price of king mackerel will only lead to a 0.3
penmt fall in the landings of spiny lobster. This reinforces the suggestion of the
results that indeed stone crab and spiny lobster are the donunant species in the
fishay. The relationship between stone crab and stumper/gmuper is not consistent.
Thepositivecmss-price elasticity between stone crab and spiny lobster indicates that
these species are complements. As ex~ higher prices for king mackerel,
stumper/grouper and spiny lobster increLaxl the demand for labor.

CONCLUSION

The four prinMuy fish species in the Monroe/Collier County fishery  i.e., king
mackerel, spiny lobster, snappa/groupers and stone crab! all face the pmblans of
overfishing and/or overcapitalizadon. To dtue, efforts to akhem these issues have
been on a single-species basis. These target species have, on average, a large
diffaence in their ex-vessel price perpouud. Spiny lobsta was the dominant species
in terms of landings, with ameanof4,114.1 pounds payear per fian, over the study
paiod. In order of magnitude, spiny lobster landings were followed by
snapper/grouper, stone crab and king mackerel. In this preliminary study, total
number of trips taken annually was used as the effort variable and labor was the only
variable input included.

Nonjoint production of all species and input-output sepuability were rejected.
This implies that the quantity of landings of a particular species was dependent on
the inputs used in harvesting other species. This aKnns the existence of economic
interactions in the pmduction of the four key fisheries in South Florida, thaefore,
single species nuuutganent would affect the harvest of the other species.

The own-price elasticity of snappy/grouper was positive but very inelastic
�.209!. All other own-price elasticities were negative. ate positive cross-price
elasticities between king mackerel and snapper/grouper indicate that these outputs
are complanentary joint! inpmduction, however, this effect is inelastic, The cross-
price elasticity between king mackerel and both stone crab and spiny lobster were
negative, which indicates that these species are substitutes. These relationships,
however, were extremely elastic. For example, a 1 percent increase in the price of
spiny lobster would cause a 22.4 percent M in the quantity harvested of king
mackerel. These results are consistent with the descriptive statistics, which showed
that stone crab and spiny lobster are the two highest priced species. The bigger
cross-price effect for spiny lobster may be due to the fact that although spiny lobster
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has the highest price, it has more than twice the volume of latufings  on average!
than slane crab and is, therefore, the higher-valued species. The relationship
between stone crab and snapper/grouper is not consistent. The positive cros~ce
elasticity between stone crab and spiny lobster indicates that these species are
complements. As expected, higher prices for king mackerel, snapper/grouper and
spiny lobster increased the demand for labor.
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